A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
French executive could have stood up against the intense and
growing feeling among so large a proportion of its subjects by
the use of armed force.   It is more probable that the attempt
would have led to a premature civil war.   When it was half-
heartedly made the Paris populace began to rise (it would not
have done so without organization, and it is again debatable how
far the movement was spontaneous and how far engineered).
On July 14, 1789, the Bastille in Paris, which corresponded to
the Tower of London and was a place of imprisonment for
those few—usually of the wealthy classes—whom the monarchy
desired to restrain in some exceptional way, was stormed bv
the mob.   Later the demand that the national King should be
brought from his palace at Versailles to the capital itself was
enforced by the same means, and the National Assembly, as the
representative body, with a very few nobles and still fewer clergy,
called itself, and proceeded to a great mass of new legislation and
reform of every kind, including curtailing of the powers of the
Crown.  Disorders throughout the country, attacks on the privi-
leged classes, and threats directed against the monarch moved the
established Governments of Europe outside France to react
against the revolution in progress.   But they were late in taking
any combined steps, for even if they all acted together the
opposing national force of the French was formidable, and their
separate ambitions prevented their coalition.    Frederick of
Prussia, for instance, was intent upon the forcible seizure of
Polish territory.   He had already seized the Pomorze—that is,
the district by which Poland had had access to the sea for
centuries between Dantzig and Prussian Pomerania.1 He desired
to seize much more, and was ready, when he could get the
Russian Government and the reluctant Austrian Government to
abet him, to partition the whole of Poland—that is, to murder
the country and subjugate its people.
From the disorder largely directed against their class in
France the nobles fled, chiefly to Germany. They were knora
as the emigres, and the active sympathies of their class through-
out Europe began to threaten war against the French people.
At the same time the attempt of the Revolution to subjugate
1 This territory of Polish culture seized by Frederick II is called in Prussia
to-day the * Polish Corridor.* The term has been widely adopted, thoagb
the implication that it is an artificial passage cut through German land is
the opposite of the truth,
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